Site Visit Report #005
PROJECT: Lakewood High School

DATE: March 28, 2016
Project: 2014-05

OBSERVATIONS:
1. Mobilization continues. Construction office trailers on site but not yet usable; ACA working on wired
utilities. Gravel placed at job trailer area.
2. ACA is receiving and stockpiling crushed rock on area north of office trailers. Trucks delivering this
rock are then being loaded with excavated material.
3. East-west portion of the future temporary bus route, quarry-spall surfaced, appears firm and
unyielding. All-terrain dump truck, fully loaded with ground asphalt, used to proof-roll the area.
4. ACA is removing the ground-up asphalt paving from the south portion of the former bus loop, and
moving with all-terrain dump truck to stockpile location near the south end of the Auxiliary Gym.
5. Dozer working to establish building subgrade is leaving distinct track marks on surface, suggesting
that the area now exposed is rather firm.
6. Water which had accumulated on flat subgrade, where ground-up asphalt had been removed, is
being pumped from a temporary shallow depression NE of the Condenser enclosure. Runoff from
elementary school fields appears to drain to the NE corner of those fields, bringing water to the
utility crossing noted in #3. ACA suggested installation of an interceptor (French drain) along the
west side of the fields, connecting to the next catch basin south.
7. Some formwork materials have been stockpiled on-site.

Panorama – view SW & W of haul road / bus route quarry spall surface and ACA trailers. Gravel
stockpiles can be seen at right side of view.

View East of North Classroom Wing subgrade. Mound of soil will be exported.

View west across former tennis courts. Note discharge of water (item #8) from hose at right side.

Panorama from near south side of Auxiliary Gym. Stockpile of asphalt grindings at left.

Standing water at valve for hydrant

Stockpiled formwork material

Greenhouse slab export

